
Fascinating SEO Stats
After reading these SEO stats, you’ll realize why search engine optimization is still crucial
and as important as ever despite changes in how we have consumed content over the
years.

● 13.53% of keywords with ten searches per month or fewer consist of only one or two
words.

● 0.78% of Google searchers click on results from the 2nd page.
● 71% of B2B marketers use content marketing to generate leads.
● 53.3% of all website traffic comes from organic search.
● Google shows meta descriptions in search results only 37.22% of the time. That rises

to 40.35% for fat-head keywords and drops to 34.38% for long-tails.
● 18% of local smartphone searches led to a purchase within a day compared to 7%

on non-local searches.

When working with a SEO Agency ensure that they have access to all the latest software
and tools, so that they are able to keep updating themselves with the latest SEO trends.

Create Backlinks From High Pagerank Sites
Unfortunately, backlinks are not free and their creation takes a lot of time and effort. That’s
why it’s essentially important to learn the way to make each backlink you’ve purchased
beneficial. Google uses backlinks as one factor to 'learn' what your website is all about. So,
the more backlinks you get, the easier it will be for Google to know more about your
business. The best thing about backlinks is that they allow one to create new relationships
and reach new clients that they would not have reached before using other marketing
strategies. The best part of backlinks is that they help promote your blog or site just by being
hyperlinks to you from another source. Easy enough, right? Well, not so fast. When it comes
to backlinks, quality matters. With a specialist SEO Company there is less time for
communication however you'll still be provided with an overview of your campaign.

Reach And Attract Local Customers Through SEO
Tactics
Local search has been around for years, but it was limited due to people only using their
desktop computers. Fixing any issues with data aggregators won’t clean up all citations. You
will almost certainly still have some inconsistent, incorrect or incomplete data out there.
Typically, leads gathered through local search tend to have a higher conversion rate since
users perform these searches with the intent of visiting the store. 34 percent who did their
search on a computer or tablet did the same. Many years of experience, expertise and a
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general overview of the topic are extremely important as a London SEO Agency in order to
lead an SEO project to success.

Avoiding International SEO Pitfalls
If you are successful in ranking and bringing visitors in from search engines in let's say the
UK, it does not mean these benefits will be brought over to your other international websites.
Businesses should start by writing unique value propositions, blogs, and press specifically to
the target country or location. Any discussion of Web Optimisation global considerations will
quickly see the word hreflang pop up. The earth is no longer round but that doesn't mean
your International Web Optimisation strategies should be linear. Choosing a is a matter of
finding the right fit for your business.

Often, discussions and plans to increase SEO traffic center around technical concerns,
complex issues about what worked or didn’t work, lots of unanswered questions, and a wide
variety of uncoordinated efforts with a mixed (or simply unmonitored) impact. Truly
meaningful SEO centers on giving search engines what they want: satisfied (even delighted)
users. Being ranked in the top search results is what really helps your business to grow. It
helps to increase the trustworthiness of your website and gains more clicks. SEO (Search
Engine Optimisation) refers to the optimisation of your website allowing it to appear in search
engine results. This allows you to drive traffic to your website organically – no paid ads!

Find extra details relating to SEO Companies in this Search Engine Land web page.
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